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“Every person has the potential to reclaim their own 
self-healing ability. We are in maximum service to 

others when we allow that internal healer within each 
person to come alive.” 

 
- Jere Rivera-Dugenio, DNM, Ph.D. 





Quality of Information

In nature, and in every biological system, the quality of 
information as well as energy fields, which create matter (as 
documented by over 100 years of quantum physics) plays the 
most important role in maintaining proper functions and balance.





It is no secret that human 
body is much more than just 

physical matter.

The source of imbalance and 
disease is due to an 
obstruction of information in 
the bio-energetic field and is 
proven through the research of 
Peter Fraser in his book 
“Decoding the Human Body 
Field”. 

Fraser,	  Peter	  H.	  &	  Massey,	  Harry:	  Decoding	  the	  Human	  Body-‐Field;	  Healing	  Arts	  Press,	  Rochester,	  Vermont;	  2008	  ISBN:	  978-‐1-‐59477-‐225-‐2	  



Morphogenetic Field Physics

The health of a human being is directly 
related to and affected by the the greater 
unified field and its’ systems of function. 

In order to better comprehend and 
actually facilitate the preventative health 
and self-healing of ALL biological 
organisms, it is vital to understand the 
fundamental order and function of the 
Greater Unified Field. 

The context of which life itself occurs.

Rivera-‐Dugenio,	  Jere.	  MorphogeneOc	  Field	  Physics,	  Balboa	  Press	  	  .(2016)	  
	  



What is the Unified Field?

The Unified Field is the living 
energy substance composed of 
geometrical "fabrics” or grids of 
electro-tonal, electromagnetic 
energy called Source Particle Grids 
that serve as a template of light 
spectra and sound tones upon 
which particle (SP+) and 
antiparticle (SP-) structures are 
formed and through which all 
things in the cosmos are 
energetically connected.

Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Voyagers	  II:	  Secrets	  of	  AmenO.	  ISBN-‐13:	  978-‐1893183254.	  Granite	  Publishing.(2002)	  
	  



Dr. Jakovleva, M.D. &  
Dr. Korotkov, Ph.D.

Ekaterina Jakovleva, M.D., Ph.D. and 
Dr. Konstantin Korotkov, Ph.D. wrote 
“Electrophotonic Analysis in Medicine” 
in which they present cited works from 
peer-review journals proving that it is 
clear that Electrophotonic technique 
has a high potential in analyzing the 
human energy field for health and well 
being, as well as monitoring the 
reaction of people to different 
influences and treatments.

Jakovleva,	  E.,	  KonstanOn	  Korotkov.	  2013.	  Electrophotonic	  Analysis.	  eBook.	  <h[p://korotkov.org/store/#!/~/product/
category=5752170&id=24525304>:	  accessed	  Nov	  2014	  



Electrophotonic Analysis in Medicine 

In fact, when viewed through modern technology such as an 
Electrophotonic Imagining (EPI), GDV (Gas Discharge Visualization) 
Bioelectrography camera, the true nature of the human organism is 
revealed of being composed of light and sound frequencies. 

Jakovleva,	  E.,	  KonstanOn	  Korotkov.	  2013.	  Electrophotonic	  Analysis.	  eBook.	  <h[p://korotkov.org/store/#!/~/product/
category=5752170&id=24525304>:	  accessed	  Nov	  2014	  



Base Pulse Rhythm – 
Encryption Lattice

•  Encryption is a set of vibrations that hold intention. Lattice is an 
interwoven framework of energy (geometric patterns).

•  The “cumulative sum of the frequency-vibration” of the core 
Encryption Lattice at any given moment is called the “Base Pulse 
Rhythm” or “BPR.” 

•  It is the “BPR” of the morphogenetic field Encryption Lattice that 
draws a manifest form to the cumulative energetic consequence 
corresponding to the “BPR” of its Encryption Lattice.

•  The reality of WHO and WHAT you are IS the energetic truth in 
frequency-vibration held within your Encryption Lattice.

Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Introductory	  Topic	  Summary	  2.	  Azurite	  Press.	  2009	  	  



Our Encryption Pattern = 
 Infrasound Lattice 

•  Our encryption lattices is a sound pattern.
•  The human body is sensitive to sound 

because of this.

h[p://news.stanford.edu/news/2005/june1/elephant-‐052505.html	  



Dis-Ease = 
Vibrational Dissonance

•  All conditions of disease, conflict, pain, anguish, and suffering are the 
direct result and manifestation of vibrational dissonance of individual 
consciousness within the Greater Unified Field.

•  The collective vibrational dissonances (called Miasmic Body) within the 
morphogenetic field become holographically projected into the body, 
mind and 3-Dimensional life experience through the inherent natural 
laws of multi-dimensional energetic manifestation.

•  These distortions are known as Miasms and the repeated ‘outplay’ of 
these vibrational dissonances or distortions is called "Karma".
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Scalar Wave Distortion

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a miasm (scalar wave distortion)  
caused by EPIGENETIC factors within the templates of the DNA strand 
(which physically manifest as genetic distortions) and can be 
systematically realigned with the scalar vortex-sound-inert noble gas 
technology.


h[p://www.naturalworldhealing.com/chronic-‐miasms-‐table.htm	  



Epigenetic Overlay (EGO)
The Epigenetic Overlay (EGO - 
Epigenetic Overlay) is the "chemical 
control sheath," which covers and 
controls the function of the DNA strands.

What are Epigenetic?
The root “epi” means “on top of.” 
Epigenetics are the bio-chemical 
mechanisms that lie overtop of our 
genomes. They are responsible for 
activating or deactivating different 
characteristics or expressions of our 
genes, without changing the actual DNA 
structure. In other words, they determine 
which genetic characteristics will—or 
won’t—develop, and to what degree.

h[p://content.Ome.com/Ome/magazine/arOcle/0,9171,1952313,00.html	  



Morphogenesis

Morphogenesis: (from the 
Greek ‘morphe’ and ‘genesis’ 
creation, literally ‘beginning 
of the shape’ is the biological 
process that causes an 
organism to develop its 
shape. 

en.wikipedia.org	  	  



Alexander G. Gurwitsch

The concept of the morphogenetic 
field, fundamental in the early 
twentieth century to the study of 
embryological development, was first 
introduced in 1910 by Alexander G. 
Gurwitsch. 

Beloussov, LV (1997). 
"Life of Alexander G. Gurwitsch and his relevant contribution to the theory of morphogenetic fields". International Journal of Developmental 
Biology 41 (6): 771–779., with comment by SF Gilbert and JM Optiz.



Ross Granville Harrison

Experimental support was provided 
by Ross Granville Harrison’s 
experiments transplanting fragments of a 
newt embryo into different locations.

de	  RoberOs,	  EM;	  Morita,	  EA;	  Cho,	  KWY	  (1991).	  "Gradient	  fields	  and	  homeobox	  genes"	  (PDF).	  Development	  112	  (3):	  669–678.	  PMID	  1682124.



Morphogenetic Field

Morphogenetic Fields (MF) are comprised by templates of conscious 
light and sound which serves as blueprints on which matter form and 
conscious identity will manifest. This occurs microcosmically and 
macrocosmically. 

Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Voyagers	  II:	  Secrets	  of	  AmenO.	  ISBN-‐13:	  978-‐1893183254.	  Granite	  Publishing.(2002)	  
	  



All matter forms and forms of consciousness, including planetary 
and human bodies, are manifested through a morphogenetic (form-
holding) imprint, which exists as a quantity of crystalline, electro-tonal 
energetic substance that is composed of specific patterns of frequency. 



Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Voyagers	  II:	  Secrets	  of	  AmenO.	  ISBN-‐13:	  978-‐1893183254.	  Granite	  Publishing.(2002)	  
	  

Morphogenetic Imprint



Patterns of Frequency

Forms come into manifestation and evolve, as patterns of frequency 
are drawn into the forms' morphogenetic field, from the dimensional 
frequency bands of the Unified Field of energetic substance within 
which the morphogenetic field is placed.



Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Voyagers	  II:	  Secrets	  of	  AmenO.	  ISBN-‐13:	  978-‐1893183254.	  Granite	  Publishing.(2002)	  
	  



Prof. Brian Greene of Columbia University claims 
at least a Universe of at least 10 Dimensions.

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/record/23/18/14.html



Humans are made up  
of morphogenetic energy. 

 
Surrounding every atom, cell, organ, etc. even our physical body is a 

morphogenetic energy field = information cloud 


Goswami,	  A.	  (1989),	  "IdealisOc	  InterpretaOon	  of	  Quantum	  Mechanics".	  Physics	  Essays,	  2,	  385-‐400.	  Goswami,	  A.	  (1990),	  "Consciousness	  in	  Quantum	  Physics	  
and	  the	  Mind-‐Body	  Problem".	  Journal	  of	  Mind	  and	  Behavior,	  11,	  75-‐96.	  Goswami,	  A.	  (1993),	  The	  Self-‐Aware	  Universe:	  How	  Consciousness	  Creates	  the	  
Material	  World.	  Los	  Angeles:	  Tarcher/Putnam.	  



Phantom Limbs

The feeling of the “Phantom” limb with 
amputees is an example of 
morphogenetic field energy of that 
lost limb.

Doidge,	  Norman.	  The	  Brain	  That	  Changes	  Itself:	  Stories	  of	  Personal	  Triumph	  from	  the	  FronOers	  of	  Brain	  Science	  
	  



Thoughts create 
Morphogenetic Fields
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Our thoughts do not 
disappear into thin air once 
we stop thinking them. 

They are a creative force 
which build Morphogenetic 
fields upon which 
manifestation will be built. 

Every time we think a 
thought we are creating a 
Morphogenetic field; our 
thoughts don't just 
disappear when they leave 
our heads!  



Morphogenetic Fields 
are Scalar Fields

Morphogenetic Field's can be understood as Scalar Grids or Scalar 
Fields made of interwoven patterns of consciousness that take the 
form of Standing Scalar Waves.

Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Voyagers	  II:	  Secrets	  of	  AmenO.	  ISBN-‐13:	  978-‐1893183254.	  Granite	  Publishing.	  (2002)	  
	  



Intro to Scalar Energy



Meyl,	  K.	  Scalar	  Waves:	  Theory	  and	  Experiments.	  Journal	  of	  ScienOfic	  ExploraOon,	  Vol.	  15,	  No.	  2,	  pp.	  199–205,	  2001	  

Prof. Konstantin Meyl



Tesla Flat Coil

In 1894, Nikola Tesla patented his 
Tesla Flat Coil (patent no. 512, 

340) for electromagnets.

Tesla	  N.	  (1894).	  Tesla	  Flat	  Coil	  Patent	  No.	  512,	  340	  	  



Tesla Coils = 
 Scalar Energy

Tesla coils are capable of 
generating “longitudinal” scalar 
waves that can transmit energy 

and information: 
–  Over long distances without 

the loss of any power
–  Through solid metal boxes 

(Faraday Cages)
–  Produce “overunity” gains 

of energy

Tesla	  N.	  (1905).	  Art	  of	  Transmipng	  Electrical	  Energy	  Through	  the	  Natural	  Mediums.	  US	  Patent	  No.	  787,412.	  New	  York.	  



Scalar Energy Fields

•  Scalar Fields (or scalar energy) are the framework of 
quantum mechanics and non-Hertzian energy (without 
frequencies), referred to as standing energy or cosmic 
waves, or zero-point energies. 

•  Scalar waves are postulated to be subtler than X-rays or 
gamma rays - only one hundred millionth of a square 
centimeter in width. 

King	  M,	  Tapping	  the	  Zero-‐Point	  Energy,	  Paracle[e	  Pub.	  Provo,	  UT.	  1990;	  Verismo,	  C.	  “Twelve	  Things	  You	  Should	  Know	  About	  Scalar	  Weapons”	  
<h[p://www.tokenrock.com/explain-‐scalar-‐wave-‐technology-‐77.html	  >:	  accessed	  June	  2015	  
	  



Scalar Wave
•  Due to my near-death experience, 

my understanding of scalar energy 
is more multidimensional that what 
modern science knows and 
believes.

•  A scalar wave (or energy) is a multi-
dimensional, standing wave pattern 
that emanates out of a fixed point of 
sound-tonal vibration within the 
morphogenetic field of the cosmic 
unified field of energy.

•  Scalar Waves represent fixed points 
of perpetual fission and fusion that 
emanate from the fabric of 
morphogenetic fields.


 Deane,	  A.	  and	  Deane,	  A.	  15-‐Dimensional	  Anatomy	  Handbook.	  Azurite	  Press.	  (1999)	  	  

	  

The	  self-‐generated	  fission-‐fussion	  process	  of	  SP1	  	  



Fission & Fusion
•  Fission: (Expansion)
Etymology: Latin fission-, fissio, from findere to split
1 : a splitting or breaking up into parts
2 : reproduction by spontaneous division of a body into two or more
parts each of which grows into a complete organism
3 : the splitting of an atomic nucleus resulting in the release of large
amounts of energy
•  Fusion: (Contraction)
Etymology: Latin fusion-, fusio, from fundere
1 : a union by or as if by melting.
2 : a merging of diverse, distinct, or separate elements into a unified
whole

(Merriam-‐Webster	  DicOonary)	  





The expression of the scalar wave movement is created through 
the sequential “flashing on” (light) and “flashing off” (sound) of 
scalar wave points, which emanate the effect of a flashing linear 
series of light bulbs. 
Imagine a row of a synchronized series of flashing light bulbs that 
appears as if the light moves from one point in the row to another. 

Deane,	  Ashayana.	  Voyagers	  II:	  Secrets	  of	  AmenO.	  ISBN-‐13:	  978-‐1893183254.	  Granite	  Publishing.(2002)	  
	  



Creating Scalar Energy

Scalar energy is accessed when two 
electromagnetic waves come together 
from two opposite converging vectors.*

When the energy vectors meet, the 
equal frequencies cancel each other 
leaving a standing or stationary energy 
field.**

This space the scalar energy occupies 
is not a vacuum but alive with checked 
and balanced energies as there is a 
continuous energy flow in this active 
vacuum in the form of scalar 
electromagnetic pairs. ***



Benefits of Scalar Energy

•  Eliminates or nullifies the effects of manmade frequencies (60 
cps) in the human body – Electrosmog & Geopathic Stress

•  Increases the energy level of every single cell in the body to 
the ideal 70-90 millivolt range, 

•  Protects your DNA from damage,
•  Increases the energy covalent level of every single hydrogen 

atom in the body, which hold your DNA as verified by 
spectrographs.

•  Improves cell wall permeability thus facilitating the intake of 
nutrients into each and every cell and the elimination of 
waste from each and every cell,

Rein	  G.,	  "Effect	  of	  Non-‐Hertzian	  Scalar	  Waves	  on	  the	  Immune	  System,"	  J.	  U.S.	  Psychotronics	  Assoc.	  Vol.	  1,	  p.	  15,	  Spring,	  1989.	  
	  



Benefits of Scalar Energy

•  Cleanses the blood, improving chylomicron (protein/fat 
particles floating in the blood) and triglyceride profiles and 
improves fibrin patterns, 

•  Improves immune function by as much as 149% as proven in 
laboratory studies,

•  Improves mental focus and balance the hemispheres of the 
brain as demonstrated through EEG analysis, 

•  Balance out the two hemispheres of the brain, again as 
measured by EEG tests. 

•  Functions as an antidepressant since it inhibits the uptake of 
noradrenaline by PC12 nerve cells, 

Rein	  G.,	  "Effect	  of	  Non-‐Hertzian	  Scalar	  Waves	  on	  the	  Immune	  System,"	  J.	  U.S.	  Psychotronics	  Assoc.	  Vol.	  1,	  p.	  15,	  Spring,	  1989.	  
	  



Max Planck Institute

At the Max Planck Institute in Germany, a scientist named Dr. Puharich 
conducted a study wherein E. coli microorganisms were exposed to 
8.00 Hz scalar fields that increased activity of the RAD-6 gene, which 
codes for proteins involved in DNA repair.

Puharich	  H.K.,	  "Method	  and	  Means	  for	  Shielding	  a	  Person	  from	  the	  PolluOng	  Effects	  of	  ELF	  MagneOc	  Waves	  and	  Other	  Environmental	  PolluOon,"	  U.S.	  Patent	  #	  
616-‐183,	  June	  1984.	  



Lab Tests

Lab tests have also indicated that red and white blood cells tend 
to accumulate together during illness, injury or poor health. 
Scalar energy “un-glues” the cells while circulation is vastly 
improved in lymphatic and cardiovascular systems to flow 
smoothly.  

Rein	  G.,	  "Effect	  of	  Non-‐Hertzian	  Scalar	  Waves	  on	  the	  Immune	  System,"	  J.	  U.S.	  Psychotronics	  Assoc.	  Vol.	  1,	  p.	  15,	  Spring,	  1989.	  

Before! After!



•  First, scalar is a field energy vs. 
EM is wavelike.*

•  For the same reasons, scalar 
energy is capable of passing 
through solid objects with no 
loss if intensity.**

•  Scalar imprints its signature on 
water, & even on objects***

Meyl	  K	  (2011a)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  resonance,	  communicaOon	  of	  cells	  explained	  by	  field	  physics	  including	  magneOc	  scalar	  waves,	  INDEL	  Publ:	  Villingen.	  
(www.etzs.de)	  2nd	  ed.	  2011,	  ISBN	  973-‐3-‐940	  703-‐17-‐0	  
	  



Scalar vs Electromagnetic

Sound	   Plasma	  
Wave	   Photons	  

Neutrino	  
radiaOon	  

Radio	  
Waves	  

Light,	  UV	  
radiaOon	   X-‐rays	  

Cosmic	  
radiaOon	  

Scalar Wave = Tesla
Longitudinal;
Instantaneous, focused 
with no losses

EM Wave = Hertz
Transverse;
Transmission losses 
over distance



DNA – A BIOLOGICAL MODEM 

According to Russian scientists 
Grazyna Fosar and Franz 

Bludorf, the human DNA is 
likened to a biological Internet 

that can be influenced and 
reprogrammed by sound 

frequencies such as words 
without the primitive way of 

cutting out and splicing genes.



Fosar	  G.,	  Bludorf	  F.:	  "Vernetzte	  Intelligenz",	  ISBN	  3930243237,	  Omega-‐Verlag	  Düsseldorf	  2001	  	  



Dr. Pjotr Garjajev &  
Dr.Vladimir Poponin 

Russian biophysicist and molecular biologist Dr. Pjotr Garjajev and 
Russian researcher Dr.Vladimir Poponin have been carrying out 
pioneering research into the vibrational state of DNA. They did not 
accept that 90% of our DNA is ‘Junk DNA’. 

Gariaev	  P.P.,	  Junin	  A.M.,	  1989,	  Energy,	  no10,	  46-‐52.	  [in	  Russian],	  Gariaev	  P.P.,	  Chudin	  V.I.,	  Komissarov	  G.G.,	  Berezin	  A.A.,	  Vasiliev	  A.A.,	  1991,	  Proc.	  
SPIE,	  v.1621,	  280-‐291.	  Gariaev	  P.P,	  1994,	  Wave	  genome,	  Public	  Profit.	  Moscow.	  279	  pages	  [in	  Russian].	  



Nature abhors a vacuum
•  Our DNA is a coil but it is not 

comprised of two helices but from 
three with the third helix being 
invisible and occupying a 
displacement space called the 
Major Groove which is located in 
between the two helical strands.

•  Scientists know this as a 
magnetic field or the major 
groove of DNA which are made 
up of phosphates with negative 
charge and associated field.

•  This Major Groove is not empty 
but instead is where all 
information for the genetic coding 
of life exists.

Rodin,	  M.	  “The	  Quantum	  Mechanic	  State	  of	  DNA	  Sequencing.”;	  InternaOonal	  Biotech	  Expo	  



DNA produces wormholes
The Russian scientists also discovered that our DNA could cause 

disturbing patterns in the vacuum, thus producing magnetized 
wormholes. Wormholes are the infinitesimal equals of the supposed 

Einstein-Rosen bridges in the locality of black holes. 

Fosar	  and	  Bludorf	  (2001);	  Einstein-‐Rosen	  Bridge,	  or	  wormhole,	  is	  a	  hypotheOcal	  topological	  feature	  that	  could	  connect	  two	  separate	  points	  in	  
spaceOme.	  (Wikipedia)	  	  	  



We can move disease  
out of the body!

•  Diseases are distorted 
geometric lattice structures 
docking up with one another.

•  This is how replication occurs.
•  By reprogramming the field, you 

can move DNA & place it into its 
proper resonance; thereby 
steering disease out of the 
body!

•  Diseases can be controlled by 
enabling selective cutting and 
splicing of genetic sequencing 
at cleavage and receptor sites

Rodin,	  M.	  “The	  Quantum	  Mechanic	  State	  of	  DNA	  Sequencing.”;	  InternaOonal	  Biotech	  Expo	  



•  Mathematics reveals that the major 
groove nested inside the double spiral 

helix of DNA is not hollow but 
occupied by a Morphogenetic Field 

Template defined by the discovery of a 
mathematical number pattern now 

called the equal potential major groove 
gap space of the flux field of (3‐9‐6‐6‐

9‐3).
•  This controls cellular communication 

and its how all genetic information is 
stored and reproduced, through 

Mitosis and DNA sister strand un-
ravelling.

Rodin,	  M.	  “The	  Quantum	  Mechanic	  State	  of	  DNA	  Sequencing.”;	  InternaOonal	  Biotech	  Expo	  



DNA	  Showing	  the	  MF	  Template	  nestled	  inside	  of	  
the	  Major	  Groove	  	  

DNA	  seen	  without	  the	  MF	  Template.	  

DNA	  seen	  with	  the	  Mathema@cal	  Fingerprint	  of	  
God.	  	  

DNA	  transparency	  with	  VBM	  numerics	  	  

DNA	  front	  view	  	  

DNA	  rear	  view	  	  

Rodin,	  M.	  “The	  Quantum	  Mechanic	  State	  of	  DNA	  Sequencing.”;	  InternaOonal	  Biotech	  Expo	  



Vortex Based Mathematics 
(VBM)

VBM is the schematic for life revealing that inside the Major Groove of 
DNA exists a morphogenetic field template defined by the mathematical 
number pattern 3, 9; 6; 6, 9, 3 revealing the existence of Source guiding 
evolution. 

Rodin,	  M.	  “The	  Quantum	  Mechanic	  State	  of	  DNA	  Sequencing.”;	  InternaOonal	  Biotech	  Expo	  



DNA Communicates via Scalar 

Cellular communication between cells occurs when one cell 
sends the read information and imprints it to the other cell. 

How does genetic information travel from one cell to another? 

Electric	  ring	  vorOces	  form	  a	  magneOc	  wave.	  	  

Meyl	  K	  (2011a)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  resonance,	  communicaOon	  of	  cells	  explained	  by	  field	  physics	  including	  magneOc	  scalar	  waves,	  INDEL	  Publ:	  Villingen.	  
(www.etzs.de)	  2nd	  ed.	  2011,	  ISBN	  973-‐3-‐940	  703-‐17-‐0	  



DNA Communicates via Scalar 

Meyl confirms, “The coding regions in the DNA strand, the genes, make 
up only a fraction of the total amount of DNA. The stretches that flank 
the coding regions are called introns and consist of non-coding DNA. 
Introns were looked upon as junk in the early days”. 

Meyl,	  K.	  (2011c)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  radio,	  double	  helix	  structure	  and	  cell	  communicaOon	  explained	  by	  field	  physics,	  	  
2nd	  World	  DNA	  Day—China,	  2011,	  Track	  4.1,	  conf.	  proc.,	  p.145	  



Epigenetics 

•  In the presence of scalar waves, DNA cells tend to resonate with 
each other as they attract information and energy from other cells 
and their environment. 

•  If both transmitter and receiver cell are in bioresonance, then both 
information and energy are in homeostasis. 

Meyl	  K	  (2011a)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  resonance,	  communicaOon	  of	  cells	  explained	  by	  field	  physics	  including	  magneOc	  scalar	  waves,	  INDEL	  Publ:	  Villingen.	  
(www.etzs.de)	  2nd	  ed.	  2011,	  ISBN	  973-‐3-‐940	  703-‐17-‐0	  



Introns – Information 
Carriers

However, if the transmitter 
cell does not find a receiver 
cell to resonate with, DNA 
code encryption would be 
impossible. 

To prevent this from 
occurring, there must be 
neutral cells that are not 
encrypted and do not have 
to transmit information. 

Meyl	  K	  (2011a)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  resonance,	  communicaOon	  of	  cells	  explained	  by	  field	  physics	  including	  magneOc	  scalar	  waves,	  INDEL	  Publ:	  Villingen.	  
(www.etzs.de)	  2nd	  ed.	  2011,	  ISBN	  973-‐3-‐940	  703-‐17-‐0	  



Introns – Information 
Carriers

It is due to the introns that a scalar wave can potentially be 
formed in between two identical segments of two cells. 

Meyl	  K	  (2011a)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  resonance,	  communicaOon	  of	  cells	  explained	  by	  field	  physics	  including	  magneOc	  scalar	  waves,	  INDEL	  Publ:	  Villingen.	  
(www.etzs.de)	  2nd	  ed.	  2011,	  ISBN	  973-‐3-‐940	  703-‐17-‐0	  



Bioresonance 
Restriction

This suggests balanced 
energy conditions on both 
ends but if the original 
information were dissimilar, 
the gene coding would be 
drawn to the receiver from the 
sender cell causing 
bioresonance restriction. 

Meyl	  K	  (2011a)	  DNA	  and	  cell	  resonance,	  communicaOon	  of	  cells	  explained	  by	  field	  physics	  including	  magneOc	  scalar	  waves,	  INDEL	  Publ:	  Villingen.	  
(www.etzs.de)	  2nd	  ed.	  2011,	  ISBN	  973-‐3-‐940	  703-‐17-‐0	  



Gene-controlled metabolism is solely possible only 
when information plus energy are presented – Scalar 
Energy

Meyl	  K	  (2011b)	  DNA—reading	  and	  wriOng	  by	  scalar	  waves.	  2nd	  World	  DNA	  Day—China,	  2011,	  Track	  2.7,	  conf.	  proc.,	  p.101	  

Gene Control



According to Russian researchers, 
linguists and geneticists, DNA is not 
only responsible for the building of our 
body but acts as data storage and 
communication pathway.

 The Russian linguists found that the 
genetic code within the introns (junk 
DNA) adhere to the same rules as all 
our human languages. 

Fosar	  G.,	  Bludorf	  F.:	  "Vernetzte	  Intelligenz",	  ISBN	  3930243237,	  Omega-‐Verlag	  Düsseldorf	  2001	  	  



DNA:  
The Biological Internet

Fosar and Bludorf 
examined these results and 
stated: 

"Living chromosomes 
function just like solitonic 
(scalar)/holographic 
computers using the 
endogenous DNA laser 
radiation.”  

 

Garjajev	  P.P.,	  Kaznacheev	  V.P.,	  Vasiliev	  A.A.,	  Berezin	  A.A.	  Soliton-‐holographic	  genome	  with	  a	  collecOvely-‐symmetrical	  geneOc	  code.	  Preprint.	  SO	  
Acad.	  of	  Medical	  Sciences.	  Inst.	  of	  clinic	  and	  expert.	  medicine.	  p.50,	  1990;	  Gariaev	  P.P.,	  Wave	  genome.	  Dep.	  VINITI.	  p.279,	  1993;	  Gariaev	  P.P.,	  Wave	  
genome.	  M.	  Obtch.	  Polza	  Press.	  1994.	  p.279.	  



Introns (Junk DNA)

These stretches have been 
referred to by most scientists as 
“introns” or “junk DNA,” mainly 
because they have not figured 
out what secret message it 
conceals. 

Popp,	  FA.	  H.	  L.	  Kong,	  et	  al.,	  “ElectromagneOc	  Bio-‐InformaOon,”	  2nd	  
EdiOon,	  Urban	  &	  Schwarzenberg,	  Munchen-‐Wien-‐BalOmore,	  1989.	  



It’s not “Junk” 
after all!

Overall, the nonprotein-coding 
regions of the genome function 

like an operating system in a 
computer, which can direct 

multiple operations 
simultaneously.

Contrary to being called “junk”, 
as materialistic theories of 

evolution assumed, the 
nonprotein-coding DNA directs 

the use of other information in the 
genome, similar to an operating 

system directs the use of 
information contained in various 
application programs stored in a 

computer. 
Mapck	  and	  Gagen	  (2001)	  	  



DNA Reprogramming 

While the Human Genome 
Project decoded the “machine 

language” code of the DNA 
molecule, Russian scientists 

discovered the higher-level 
language present in DNA. 


Garjajev’s group discovered that 

DNA could be altered. 

Garjajev	  P.	  P.	  Der	  wellengeneOsche	  Code.	  1997,	  ISBN	  5-‐7816-‐0022-‐1	  (in	  Russian.)	  



The software of the human 
genome can be reprogrammed. 

Studies confirmed that the triplets in the DNA sequence are able to 
exchange places.
As western scientists cut and spliced single genes from the DNA 
strands, Garjajev’s group actively worked on devices that can 
influence the cellular metabolism through suitable modulated radio 
and light frequencies and thus repair genetic defects. 



Gariaev	  and	  Junin	  (1989);	  Gariaev,	  et	  al.	  (1991);	  Gariaev	  (1994)	  	  



Scalar TemplateTechnologies: 
Scalar Vortex Visualization, 
Morphogenetic Repatterning 
Affirmations, are developed through 
emotionally charged images and precise 
sound patterns

Conscious Manifestation: 
Science and Art

ONE 

SOUND LIGHT 



Using Sound & Frequency to enhance 
neuroplasticity.

Noble gases and metals are integrated to form the 
perfect delivery system. 

Linguistic Template Repatterning Codes


Repatterning of  
Morphogenetic Fields 



Playing frequencies through the  
Scalar Vortex Coils


Our complex Scalar Vortex 
Coil design incorporates 
various methods of bucking 
and counter rotational fields 
of cancellations that cause 
a reduction of the physical 
aspect. 
As a result, the changes 
that are held at the more 
subtle levels become much 
more apparent. They are 
not pulled back to the 
physical, thus they are able 
to expand more easily. 



Inert Noble Gases

We provide multiple 
custom inert noble gas 
inserts plus 1 Oxygen tube.

Inert gas therapy have been 
around now for well over 30 
years, and they are 
considered by many who 
use them as incredible 
evolutionary devices for 
achieving rapid healing in 
biological matter.


h[ps://www.naturesenergieshealth.com/natural-‐therapies/inert-‐gas-‐devices/	  



Holographic Sound:  
The Golden Six Binaural  

Beat Wave Form x 3



The Golden 6 waveform 
•  The Golden 6 waveform is the perfect carrier for our 

Scalar Vortex Technology. *
•  It constructs a complicated interference pattern, which 

maximizes the creation of new neural pathways. **
•  This creates an interference pattern of dynamic shifting 

into four dimensional space (the three spatial dimensions 
plus time). ***



In other words, you can 
actually hear your brain 
growing new neural 
pathways… And this 
phenomena also indicates 
an increase in your 
consciousness.

Phantom Tones

Arden,	  John	  B.,	  Rewire	  Your	  Brain:	  Think	  Your	  Way	  To	  a	  Be[er	  Life:	  ISBN:	  0470487291,	  2010	  



•  The subject has extreme Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). He is right 
brain dominate, has colitis, allergies and various other health 
challenges. It is my belief that the high mental activity (the white spot 
in the top left hand image) prevents the body from settling down and 
going through the natural healing process. He simply has to much 
mental activity (inner chatter) going on all the time.

Brain	  S@mula@on	   Brain	  Map	  32	  Probe	  Datalex	  EEG	  Analysis	  



The Next Level of Medicine

The new paradigm of the 21st century 
biological medicine considers each 
person as a unique, individual human 
being with incredible abilities to self-
heal.



1.  The main intention of this powerful, quantum paradigm is to 
release the core CAUSES of distortions in the body on all 
levels: energetic, mental, emotional, bio-chemical and 
physical. 


2.  To restore the body’s natural, inherited self-healing ability 

and re-establish the body’s balance and harmony for 
regenerative health, CONSCIOUS MANIFESTATION must be 
remembered.

Main lntention 



There exists a growing awareness about the limitations of 
present medical science which:
•  3D perspective towards healing vs. multidimensional
•  Symptom-based vs. Cause-based
•  Pharmaceutical-based vs. ENERGY-based
•  Quantitative and repeatable methods of measurements while 

completely ignoring the quality of bio-energetic processes 
under consideration.* 

Limitations of  
Present Medical Model



•  Not all physical evidence is reliable.
•  One of the most reliable forms of evidence is experiential 

evidence in real time.

Not ALL Evidence is Physical. 




There is NO knowledge outside of 
Experience!

•  A self-regulatory approach to healing requires constant 
experimentation and exploration.

•  The proof is in the experience.



ASD Case: A 
14 yr. old boy

•  This youth had previously been diagnosed with 3 specific learning 
disabilities (in reading, writing and math), anxiety, depression, having 
sensory integration challenges, and as being on the Autism 
Spectrum.  

•  School phobic behaviour reduced dramatically – 
–  Within a month the battle royale about going to and staying at 

school began to diminish.  
–  Within 6 weeks, the phobia about attendance had disappeared, 

although it’s fair to say the youth still doesn’t enjoy school, and 
morning routines include sometimes being 5 or 10 minutes late.  
Still, the emotional drama is no longer present, the youth leaves 
in a good mood, and is no longer hours or days late.  There are 
no longer regular tearful phone calls to mum, begging to come 
home. 



ASD Case: A 
14 yr. old boy

•  Academically – After 12 months of being in the scalar frequencies 
(just playing 24/7 – not with listening to the frequencies or doing 
voice assessment sessions – these proved too challenging, from a 
sensory point of view), the youth was re-tested by the school.  It was 
a mini-assessment, to update the psych assessment of 3 years ago, 
and to better plan for high school programming.

•  The youth was now functioning academically within the normative 
grade range.  Learning disabilities were no longer apparent, 
academically.  Plans were made to begin re-integrating the youth 
back into the regular classroom setting.  



ASD Case: A 
14 yr. old boy

•  Autism spectrum behaviours - The child has become more loving 
and affectionate.  After a long history of having massive challenges 
with processing their behavioural difficulties after-the-fact (i.e. being 
able to communicate what had happened that led up to an incident 
at school), this youth has begun to be able to retrospectively 
verbalize the string of events which culminated in an incident.  

•  This includes the child now being able to identify feelings (their own 
and, with some support, the other child’s).  Apologies now seem to 
include genuine remorse, rather than being rote statements of 
apology.  These appear to be improvements in the youth’s theory of 
mind capabilities.



ASD Case: A 
14 yr. old boy

•  Emotionally, there’s been a great deal of maturing over the past 
year and a half.  Those old intense emotional storms now seem to 
be a thing of the past, as are the past comments suggesting suicidal 
ideation.

•  There are still autistic spectrum challenges this youth shows in daily 
life.  Some of these continue to be sensory based.  (However, even 
here changes have been noted – the child will now experiment with 
trying some new foods – a previously unheard of possibility).  And 
anxiety is still challenging with new experiences.



ASD Case: A 
14 yr. old boy

•  Summary – All these observational  changes occurred within a year 
and a half of being exposed to the presence of our scalar vortex 
technology, 24/7.  No other changes/accommodations were made 
(which hadn’t already been made before -without these results), 
which could account for such profound changes. 

•  This youth’s life trajectory and possibilities in growing up have been 
expanded dramatically.  The only difference seems to have been 
introducing this youth to living within the field generated by the 
scalar vortex technology (without even listening audibly to the 
frequencies, or doing voice assessment sessions for balancing 
frequencies).  

•  These results, of course, are only one child.  And yet, how 
extraordinary is this – and how hopeful too - for those who may be 
struggling with neurologically based differences, such as those seem 
in people diagnosed with autism and learning disabilities.  



ASD Case: B 
7 yr. old boy

•  Summary – Diagnosed at 3yrs with ASD, non-verbal.
•  Within 4 weeks of being exposed to the scalar vortex field,  listening 

to his personal frequencies audibly 30min per day.
•  Boy is making different tonal melodies, can say “Papa” and is 

attempting to speak.
•  Tongue movement, understanding and imitating more.
•  Sleep better



May 2016 Mexico Case Study

•  Created a scalar vortex room at an alternative cancer 
clinic in Mexico.



Parameters



Parameters



Case Study: Male 37yrs. old



Case Study: Male 37yrs. old



Case Study: Female 55yrs. old



Case Study: Female 55yrs. old



Case Study: Female 55yrs. old



Case Study: Female 36yrs. old



Case Study: Female 36yrs. old



Case Study: Female 36yrs. old



Case Study: Female 31yrs. old



Case Study: Female 31yrs. old



Case Study: Female 31yrs. old



GDV Camera captured the clients (Energy Activity Level) - Chakra imbalance.

96	  
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GDV Measuring system shows Chakra system completely balanced after playing 32 minute personal 
Voice Analysis program through our scalar vortex technology



98	  

“Our scalar vortex technology integrates the science of vortex based 
mathematics, inert noble gases and sound that is capable of generating 
powerful morphogenetic fields.” 
 
- Jere Rivera-Dugenio, Ph.D.
 



The End

jere@quantumspanner.com


